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Meeting 2143                                                       11 July 2011

ROTARY CLUB OF RICHMOND

The Tiger Cub      Rag

2011 - 2012

   Following an excellent District Changeover at Moonee Valley  
   Race Course on Sunday 26th June, when District 9800 Governor 
   2010-2011, Iven Mackay, handed over to District 9800 Governor 
   2011-2012, Keith Ryall, we had a great Changeover Lunch on 
Sunday 3rd July, when last year’s Club President, Jo Cowling, handed over to 
myself.  I am looking forward with some trepidation I must admit, to continuing the 
valuable work of Immediate Past President Jo.  
 
Rotary International is encouraging us all to change and there will be many changes 
occurring within our Club in the coming Rotary year.  We have been encouraged to 
become more computer literate, using our Club Website frequently and using 
FaceBook, as well as referring to the District Networker, for District Information.  As 
a result of these changes the Bulletin, (“The Tiger Cub Rag”), will be able to become 
smaller.  What will not change is our desire to continue our projects that are 
working well and to commence other projects where we can see a need. 
 
Looking forward to a successful and rewarding year for us all. 
 
 
 

ROB’s 

 

 

 

Meeting 2183                              25 June 2012 
 
 
 

SPEAKER 
Rachel Waters 

The Asylum Seeker Resource Centre 
 
 

CHAIR 
Ben Hosking 

 
 
 
 

Birthdays 
Wilma Mylecharane – 28 June 

Nellya Lode – 30 June 
 

Wedding Anniversaries 
Nil 

 
Induction Anniversaries 

Nil 



    Another great guest speaker last night Associate Professor 
    (Rotarian) Geoff Sussman (thanks Janice) and another 
    thought provoking talk that you should not use SOAP as it 
    bad for your skin!  Another shock to me as I always thought 
    natural soap was good for you and now I am going to have 
to buy Nivea moisturiser.  I did have a good look at Geoffs face and his face looked 
about in his fifties.  I reckon if I swam in moisturiser it still will not help as I looked at my 
hands they are dry as the Simpson Desert.  We should have him back when he had a 
knee replaced he lost over 40 lbs!!  A most remarkable man. 
 
We had a great day selling Motto Fashions samples at the Convent making over  
$3,000 a fantastic effort first time.  We must first thank John & Faye Browne of Motto 
Fashions for their generosity allowing us to sell their samples.  I would like to thank Jo 
Cowling, Sue Bolton, Annie Wysham, Sandy Day and Friends of Richmond Rotary’s 
Maureen Pang and Glenys Liddell.  
 
One thing I did notice people who realise when there is a bargain around they are in 
like the seagulls at the MCG.  Also I must thank John Liddell as well as helping out in 
the carpark and also helping out setting-up and pulling-down the stall.  Also in trying 
conditions at times I would like to thank Ben & Kris Hosking, Ross Telfer,  
Nia Holdenson and Dot Brown.  I think we make a $1,000 our share is my guess not 
bad considering the bad weather. 
 
When I was returning home on Monday night I stopped at the Servo near Calder 
racetrack to fill up.  I spoke to a truckie who uses $800 diesel a day carting grain from 
NSW and his boss has 11 of them sucking money out of his bank account.  No wonder 
they can go broke overnight as the margins must be thin as a razor.  The bloke behind 
the counter said one truck took on board $2,200 of fuel before heading out onto the 
highway.  No wonder we are slowly running out of fuel.  
 
Having Queen’s Birthday off was great as I filed away enough paper to fill a 4-drawer 
cabinet.  It took hours and I felt like I had wrestled a huge python I was that buggered. 
[sic] 
 
Keep up the good work everyone. 
 President Rob  

 

 

 
 
 

  
 
Blog... ROB’s 

 Youth at Richmond - YE Giulia & Rotaracter Wen



The Asylum Seeker Resource Centre  is Australia’s leading asylum seeker organisation. We are a 
multi-award winning, independent and non-federal government funded human rights organisation. 
We work at the coalface assisting some of the most disadvantaged people in our community.  

From Humble Beginnings 
On the 8th of June 2001 we opened our doors in a tiny shop front in Footscray with only a few 
hundred dollars and a few boxes of food to our name. We have grown to be Australia’s largest 
asylum seeker organisation. Despite growing a hundred fold since, in the number of people we help, 
the services we offer and the people who volunteer we have not lost the ethos and spirit that we 
were founded on. At our heart is the principle that we turn no one seeking asylum away. 

We are a one of a kind place 
Under the one roof you will find an extraordinary centre with only 32 full time staff and more than 750 
volunteers. We deliver services to over 1,200 asylum seekers at any one time through programs 
such as material aid, health, legal, counselling, casework and foodbank. In our first 8 years alone we 
have assisted over 7000 people seeking asylum, provided more than 1 million hours of free help and 
turned no one in need away. All of this achieved without a single dollar of Federal Government 
funding and with more than 95% of our funding coming solely from the community and philanthropy. 
The ASRC does it all from direct aid, welfare, medical care to strengthening families and 
communities through community development to campaigning for social change. 

We are about community 
Many of the asylum seekers we work with no longer have a place to truly call home. Most have been 
forced to leave their family behind and live in destitute conditions here in Australia, while seeking 
refugee status. The ASRC is a place where people are made to feel welcomed, safe and supported. 
We have the same lime and mango coloured walls that we had back in 2001 that make people feel at 
home. The mish mash of earthy recycled furniture is still here too, where one can rest their weary 
body and spirit. Beautiful exotic smells emanate from our community lunches every weekday and 
one is surrounded by the sounds of the rich mosaic of languages from across the globe. 

We are a place that is all about people first 
We turn no asylum seeker away as we are about people and nothing else. The only reason we 
started and still exist is to make sure asylum seekers get a fair go. No person is too hard or complex 
to work with. In fact the more vulnerable or marginalised a person is, the more important it is for us to 
be there supporting them. We believe in the potential of people. We believe in the extraordinary 
resilience and courage of asylum seekers. We believe in hope. 

We are about making a difference 
We are a truly unique place, one that knows that you need to work at the coalface providing people 
with their basic needs for survival while at the same time working for real social change. Our 
organisation has one overarching goal, which is to work for a system that provides for a humane and 
just treatment of all people seeking asylum. 

Since 2001 the ASRC has helped play an important part (with many other refugee organisations) in 
creating real social change for asylum seekers including helping: 

• End the policy of children in detention 
• End of Temporary Protection Visas 
• End of charging people for being in detention 
• End of the 45 day rule 
• Closure of Manus Island and Nauru detention centres 
• Asylum Seekers in Victoria have access to free medical emergency care in our public health 

system 

The Asylum Seeker Resource Centre

Rachel Waters is our Guest Speaker this Monday



Last Week’s Meeting Scribe John Benger 
 
Sergeant 
I suspect a dispute in the Carfax-Foster household!  Asked what Melissa should 
expect for wedding anniversary present?  Sue Bolton noted Kevin had taken her on 
a Coral Sea Cruise!!   Good luck Melissa.  
Janice Kesterton 
Congratulations on the speakers Janice. Jennifer Elliott on blood sugars and Geoff 
Sussman on skin were excellent and of significant value.  Both provided scientific 
evidence to support concepts which are contrary to popular myth. 
 
Ass Prof Geoff Sussman 
Publisher of over 100 papers and over 20 book chapters on the skin and wound 
management makes him a world ranked authority.  Geoff was awarded an OAM for 
his work on wound and tissue repair. 
 One of the most interesting notes was on what is contained in a square cm of skin.  
3,000 nerve endings 300,000 of another thing, 15,000 of something else.   

 Building an incredible barrier to infection, damage control plus sensors to decide hot, 
cold, acceptable or dangerous.  Geoff explained how washing a wound for a few 
minutes with disinfectant and then washing the disinfectant off allowed the body 
mechanisms to work.  Whereas things like plasters and ointments presented barrier 
to healing.  Not just better healing but less scaring.  For example calamine lotion 
eases itching but with, say, chicken pox it will dramatically increase the chance of 
permanent scares. 

 
He noted one of the great casualties of our time is vitamin D deficiency.   Especially 
in older people as vitamin D is essential for bones to absorb calcium.  Geoff noted 
how most soaps were the same with a bit of colouring, and perfume differentiating 
the brands.  Geoff advocated moisturiser for men as the skin needs moisture.  
However he noted many just block the pores and brands/types are important.  The 
same with soap.  Many just remove the outer layer of skin with longer term damage. 

 
Geoff agreed he would send a list of items that are beneficial e.g. soap brands/ 
types.  Rather than include in the summary of his talk I will list when they come to 
hand.  Geoff mentioned that, due to his endeavours, Monash Uni was one of the few 
to offer a post grad degree in treatment of wounds.   

 

We often get quality speakers.  We often get informative speakers.  We often get 
passionate speakers.  But it is rare to get the speaker quality, information and 
passion shown by Geoff.  One of our milestone speakers.  Hopefully on our list for e 
return visit.  

 



AGEING DISGRACEFULLY 

Penelope Whiteley 

Born into a musical family some 50 years ago Penelope’s stage career began at the age of three. 
She progressed to school plays, piano and dance competitions and finally to professional 
theatre.  Her progress was impeded only by a few years at medical school. 

On the death of her father she partially moved to Australia to assume control of the family 
companies which included a successful music publishing business; publishing such composers 
as The Bee Gees, Pink Floyd, Bruce Springsteen, Roxy Music, T-Rex and many more.  And she 
established a music production company, as well as a Theatre/TV company with her partner in 
crime, Katy Manning (Dr Who) 

Penelope worked in theatre in the UK (including the West End), Australia and Canada.  She 
appeared on Television in the UK and Australia and has written, produced and directed for 
Television and Radio, including pilot episodes of a comedy series. 

She also designed and developed copyright and royalty systems for Music Publishers as well as 
a reporting/tracking system for Production Music users.  She works with the Red Cross, is an 
ardent supporter of WSPA, has travelled extensively (51 countries at last count!), works as a 
photographer and has written for magazines and journals.  She has also written a book entitled 
“Hot Stuff: the Ultimate Guide to Style for Women of a Certain Age” 

Re-invention started in her early fifties and she now writes, blogs, tweets, speaks, styles, and 
helps other women of a certain age to find or re-kindle their passion. 

She also works with women who are NOT a certain age … but are still looking for passion and 
their purpose and often, a reason for the way things are and how to change! 

Nowadays she works as a Stylist (for men and women) and is a Lifestyle Coach; she is a 
Hypnotherapist and a Master NLP practitioner as well as being a Nutritionist and is an 
International Speaker … she also has a lot of common sense, which she uses! 

Her goal?  To help people create change … for themselves, for others, for the Universe … and to 
help make a difference in the lives of as many people as she can … 

Penelope is our First Guest Speaker for 2012-2013 on Monday 9 July 2012 



Shirt and Skirt at Abbotsford Convent 
Sunday 17 June 2012 

 

Raised nearly $3,000 for Richmond ‘s Community Projects 

 
 
 
 

Thank you to our sponsor Motto Fashions Pty Ltd  

 
 

Project Partner 

Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond 
 

 

 



Australia In Top Ranking for Women 
Australia has been ranked fourth among the world's wealthiest nations to be a 
woman, with Canada at the top of the list, according to a poll of experts by TrustLaw, 
a legal news service run by Thomson Reuters Foundation. 

The United States ranked sixth among the 19 countries in the Group of 20 
economies, excluding the European Union economic grouping, in the global survey 
of 370 recognised gender specialists. 

Germany, Britain, Australia and France followed Canada in that order, while India, 
Saudi Arabia and Indonesia polled the worst.  The Poll said in Australia, laws and 
policies protect women’s rights and promote their freedoms but they aren’t always 
reflected by the situation on the ground. 

Respondents came from 63 countries on five continents and included aid 
professionals, academics, health workers, policymakers, journalists and 
development specialists with experience in gender issues.  Representatives of faith-
based organisations were also surveyed. 

HOW THEY RANK 

1.  Canada 
2.  Germany 
3.  Britain 
4.  Australia 
5.  France 
6.  United States 
7.  Japan 
8.  Italy 
9.  Argentina 
10.  South Korea 
11.  Brazil 
12.  Turkey 
13.  Russia 
14.  China 
15.  Mexico 
16.  South Africa 
17.  Indonesia 
18.  Saudi Arabia 
19.  India 

www.probonoaustralia.com.au 

 

To create and support a dynamic Rotary culture where men and women work together to expand and build on 

existing strengths with the benefits of diversity to improve the lives of individuals and communities in a way 

consistent with the RI Strategic Plan.  

Vision  

UPCOMING EVENTS
Date Day Chairperson

25‐Jun Monday Rachel Waters Asylum Seekers Resource Centre Ben Hosking
1‐Jul Sunday District Changeover
2‐Jul Monday Club Changeover Night President Rob to President Elect Sue Trevor Pang
9‐Jul Monday Penelope Whiteley Ageing Disgracefully Sandy Day

16‐Jul Monday DG Dennis Shore District Governor's Visit Sue Bolton
23‐Jul Monday East Timor Cr Alison Clarke John Benger
30‐Jul Monday Giulia Cardoso & MGC Youth Exchange, MUNA & RYPEN Nia Holdenson

* Club Meeting



Rotary International confirms Sydney event 
 Rotary International has confirmed its 2014 Rotary International Convention event 
will remain in Sydney, relocating to Sydney Olympic Park.  After winning the initial 
bid in 2006, Sydney was required to resubmit an extensive proposal showcasing 
Sydney Olympic Park as the host venue, due to the closure of Sydney Convention & 
Exhibition Centre for the Sydney International Convention and Exhibition Precinct 
(SICEEP) development.  

 The 2014 Rotary International Convention is expected to attract up to 18,000 
delegates who will spend 72,000 delegate days in Sydney and deliver an economic 
impact of $60.5 million to the state.  "BESydney worked hand in hand with the NSW 
Government and Sydney Olympic Park Authority on venue options," said Business 
Events Sydney's (BESydney) chief executive Lyn Lewis-Smith.  "We showcased the 
flexibility, diversity and passion that ‘Team Sydney' had to offer the Rotary event in 
2014.  This has delivered a fantastic outcome for Sydney, NSW and Australia's 
global reputation."  

 

www.cimnewsmagazine.com 

 

 
 

 ********************************************
dg changeoveR lunch   
sunday 1st July, 2012 at 10.30am 
(tea/coffee on arrival) for 11.00am sharp start
Plenty Ranges Arts & Convention Centre, 
35 Ferres Boulevard, South Morang 
(Melway 183 A1) $75.00 per person - 
Early Bird Special $65.00 per person to 8th June
l   RsvP: 15th June
l   Bookings: 9217 2317 
or www.plentyrangestheatre.com.au
The 2012 Changeover will be an enjoyable and memorable event as it will balance the main elements of formality 
together with a great opportunity to meet and greet. 
For invite: http://www.rotarydistrict9800.org.au/site/1164/Rotary_Changeover_invite_2012.pdf 



 
Overview 

Primary health care is the top priority for Bairo Pite Clinic. With an average of 539 patients each day (2009), it 

is the most visited health clinic in the country. 

Patients waiting for consultation. Photo © Basil Rolandsen (bouvetmedia.com)Services provided by BPC 

include maternity and infant care including delivery and vaccinations; diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis 

(TB), malaria, dengue fever and HIV; in-patient services, dental services, health outreach (mobile clinics), and 

training for local health care workers. 

The clinic operates a medical laboratory, pharmacy, kitchen and laundry. It has a water supply system and a 

power generator to supplement unreliable local supplies. 

During 2009 the clinic on average per month received 16,392 patients, a total of 196,707 patients through the 

year. Of these, each month 83 was diagnosed with TB, and 159 with malaria. The lab performed monthly 300 

TB, 757 malaria and 178 HIV tests; a total of 2,058 analysis per month. The midwives received 587 pre-natal 

visits, attended 96 births and immunised 1,632 children per month. Dental care was given to 305 patients and 

206 were seen for emergency services, both monthly. 30 patients received ARV treatment in 2009. 

Patients come from all parts of the capital, Dili, as well as from the surrounding sub-districts. The population of 

Dili was counted to 168,000 inhabitants July 2004, an increase of 40% since the 2001 count, indicating that the 

need for the services of the clinic will be at the present level or increasing in the years to come. The national 

hospital in Dili has discontinued their outpatient services in order to be a reference hospital only, a move which 

has increased the patient load for the city outpatient clinics, including the BPC. 

Built and funded entirely by contributions, and aided at times by governmental and non- governmental 

organizations, BPC is a success story of foreign assistance. But due to the global economic downturn as well 

as other troubled regions replace East Timor in the media, funding streams for projects like the BPC are drying 

up, which has the Director, Dr Dan Murphy worried. He runs the clinic on USD 17,000 per month with a staff of 

63 East Timorese, including nurses, midwives, lab technicians, administrative staff and 12 volunteers. In order 

to ensure the operations, it is necessary for the clinic to increase available funding.  

The BPC envisages a village-level network of volunteer health workers, where each community has a 

representative actively working through a national program. The clinic plans to go to the countryside to listen to 

the people, to learn what they see as their health problems, and to discuss how the people can address these 
problems using local resources as much as possible. The clinic will be a facilitator of this process, a referral 
source and training site for the village health worker. Preventative, rather than curative strategies are at the 

centre. Local involvement and empowerment is the key. A national network of local health advocates could be 

emerging, village women being the number one health resource, exhibiting concern for health in the 

community. People would choose and support their own local health representative, who would then learn and 

become the link to the system. The same principles could apply in the cities. Neighbourhood groups could 

organize around health care issues, choose a worker, and join the network. 

Established to serve the immediate needs of a population affected by a humanitarian crises, the clinic is 

transitioning from a crises-oriented to a more sustainable and long-term oriented clinic, functioning within the 

national health care system. Planned strengthening of services requires an expansion of the physical 

infrastructure. Lack of space for an expansion, combined with problems related to the ownership of the present 

location of the clinic, requires it to relocate.  

 

location of the clinic, requires it to relocate.  



 

RSVP    
15 June 2012 to Secretary Jo Cowling - P.O. Box 138, Richmond, Vic 3121 

Name: ............................................................................................................................
Phone: ...........................................................................................................................
Email: ............................................................................................................................

Number Attending: ………
Names:  

 

(1) .......................................................... (2) .......................................................................

 

(3) .......................................................... (4) .......................................................................

Cardholder Name: ......................................................................................................................................
Card Number: .............................................................................................................................................
Expiry Date: ...........................................................  Signature: .................................................................

Payment:........................ x $70.00 per head        TOTAL: $…….......…………...……………

     

ROTARY CLUB
OF RICHMOND INC

 
 

 
 

       ROTARY CLUB OF RICHMOND 

    “CHANGEOVER DINNER” 
      MONDAY 2 JULY 2012

 
THE BOULEVARD RESTAURANT

   121 STUDLEY PARK ROAD 
            KEW 3101

      6.30pm for 7.00pm 
 

                Dress: Lounge Suit 
   Cost $70 pp 

   Car Parking Around Venue 
                   

         RSVP: 15 June 2012 
 



All inclusive – Welcome Drinks with Canapes followed by 2-Course Dinner with Wine 
        Tea or Coffee with Friandises 

Please make cheques payable to The Rotary Club of Richmond Inc or by Credit Card 

ROTARY CLUB
OF RICHMOND INC

NEXT WEEK'S MEETING
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